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Competency by design: when opportunity stops knocking
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The Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada

(RCPSC) is transitioning residency training to a program of

competency by design (CBD). This program differs from

our current training model, to which I refer as competency

by opportunity (CBO) as this traditional model typically

relies on clinical opportunities for obtaining competence.

An important focus of the Competency Based Medical

Education (CBME) transition is the assessment of trainees

for new CBD standards. For example, Chiu et al.

concluded in their article on simulation that the CBME

‘‘initiative requires major changes to all residency

education programs, including an increased quantity and

diversity in assessment modalities.’’1 Although clearly an

essential requirement, the actual assessment comes after

the teaching. The purpose of this letter is to highlight what

I believe could be a component of CBD that is not

receiving enough attention. The recent, well-written article

in the Journal by Levine and Shorten appropriately draws

attention to skills acquisition, deliberate practice, and

feedback during the CBD transition.2

Consider the following mathematical analysis of CBO.

Using intubation as an example, we could predict how

many times anesthesia residents might intubate patients

during their training. Assuming approximately two

intubations per day, five days a week, with four weeks

per rotation, and 30 anesthesia rotations during the five-

year training program, 1,200 (i.e., 2 9 5 9 4 9 30)

intubations per resident are predicted. If it were true that

for 99% of all anesthesia residents the learning curve for

acquiring intubation competence required \ 1,200

intubations, the CBO model would provide enough

practice and feedback for 99% of our residents. Thus, the

CBO model works for intubation training, although it may

not be usable for all areas of competence.

We must compare two variables to define the challenge.

The first variable is how many of instances of practice and

feedback are required to attain a given skill – which is

likely different for each trainee. The second variable is how

many instances of practice and feedback each trainee

actually experiences during his or her training. Research

that addresses learning curves is required to provide the

first variable. Logbooks could be used to obtain the data

needed to address the second variable. Without both data

points, it is difficult to know the probability that a training

program will meet the practice and feedback requirements

of its trainees.

Our existing CBO model erroneously assumes that the

trainee will encounter all of the scenarios he or she

requires, will encounter each scenario enough times to

obtain competence, and will receive sufficient feedback for

each scenario encountered. For less commonly encountered

scenarios, it is highly probable that the CBO model will not

provide enough practice or feedback for trainees, resulting

in trainees having a high probability of graduating without

competence in those specific areas. Thus, this scenario

defines the importance of the need to convert to the CBD

model.

Simulation is one method for providing practice and

feedback for less commonly encountered skills. A training

program could guarantee that 100% of their trainees would

be exposed to intraoperative hyperthermia (or other rare

scenario) a minimum number of times. The performance of

the trainee could be assessed according to milestones and

entrustable professional activities. The simulation can be
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repeated as many times as is required for each trainee to

demonstrate competence.

A second example is electrocardiogram (ECG)

interpretation. There are easily [ 30 ECG diagnoses for

which an anesthesiologist must demonstrate competence

(ignoring combinations of diagnoses). The learning curve

for these diagnoses is not known, but if we assumed that

each diagnose is needed to be practiced five times to

achieve competence along with long-term retention, then

each trainee would require 150 (i.e., 30 9 5) practice

opportunities and, importantly, feedback. If there were 20

residents in a training program, and the institution

subscribes to the belief that it is the responsibility of the

training program to provide the trainees with both practice

and feedback, the program would need to provide 3,000

(i.e., 150 9 20) instances of structured practice and 3,000

instances of feedback! Furthermore, 150 ECGs presented

to the trainees are not those randomly encountered in a

clinical environment (where at least 50% could be entirely

normal); these ECGs have been selected by design for their

diagnoses, a concept known as deliberate practice.3 Now

consider scaling this challenge of providing deliberate

practice to include interpretation skills with chest

radiographs, arterial blood gas evaluations, and

pulmonary function tests (among others). The CBD

mathematics thus becomes overwhelming. This challenge

represents an opportunity for innovation in medical

education.

Competence assessment is, of course, a critical

component of training, but in preparing our trainees for

assessment and transitioning to CBD, we must be aware of

learners’ needs so we can fill the existing opportunistic

learning gaps with future designed learning solutions.
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